NEVER say NEVER

In the midst of the seemingly endless storm, look to the promise of the rainbow - the rain shall not prevail!

Re-Thinking the Unthinkable

by Steven Phillipson, Ph.D.
Center for Cognitive-Behavioral Psychotherapy, New York

The following article was originally published in the OCD Newsletter in 1991. Back then, behaviorists were still telling people with the Pure-O form of OCD (where the sufferer experiences obsessions only), that they hoped medication would be of some benefit. To their knowledge, there were no known methods of treatment that reliably produced positive outcomes with this form of OCD. In 1987, I had developed a highly structured and formalized behavioral method of treating this form of OCD. These treatment guidelines were derived from current strategies, proposed by Dr. Edna Foa, for the treatment of the more traditional forms of OCD (e.g. contamination and checking). Specifically, the strategy called Exposure and Response Prevention (E&RP), entails the practice of having the patient voluntarily come in contact with the feared items or situations, and then manage the pursuant anxiety while not performing the undoing response. The adaptation of E&RP for the Pure-O required a few modifications, but essentially retained the same empirically-based treatment model. Initially, the duration of treatment for the Pure-O was significantly longer (two years), than the duration of the traditional treatment of OCD (six months to one year). Using the adaptation model of treating the Pure-O form, the success rate was achieved well into

(Continued on page 8)

Two New Support Groups!

• **Ann Arbor OCD Group.** Well, the group isn’t new, but the location and time are. Now meeting the 1st Thursday of the month from 7-9 at St. Joseph Mercy Hospital in the Ellen Thompson Women’s Health Center.

• **Family and Friends of Hoarders.** This new group, as its title implies, is NOT for hoarders, but their families, friends, and supporters. Meets the 4th Wednesday of every month from 7-9 at Beaumont Hospital in Royal Oak, in the Administration Building.

For details on these and all of our support groups, see page 3 “List of Self-Help Groups.” The latest information can always be found on our website, [www.ocdmich.org](http://www.ocdmich.org).

An issue on Pure-O

We have devoted this issue of *Never Say Never* to the subject of Purely Obsessional OCD, or Pure-O. The articles included here were obtained from the Internet. The opinions expressed are the authors’ alone, and do not necessarily reflect the views of The OCD Foundation of Michigan.
NEVER say NEVER

is the quarterly newsletter of The OCD FOUNDATION OF MICHIGAN, a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization.

Please note that the information in this newsletter is not intended to provide treatment for OCD or its associated spectrum disorders. Appropriate treatment and advice should be obtained directly from a qualified and experienced doctor and/or mental health professional. The opinions expressed are those of the individual authors.

To submit articles or letters, write or e-mail the OCDFM at the above addresses.
LIST OF SELF-HELP GROUPS

ANN ARBOR:
1st Thursday, 7-9 PM
St. Joseph Mercy Hospital Ann Arbor
Ellen Thompson Women's Health Center
Classroom #3
5320 Elliott Drive, Ypsilanti, MI
Call Jeannie at (734) 846-9656
E-mail michiganlady64@gmail.com

DEARBORN:
2nd Thursday, 7-9 PM
First United Methodist Church
22124 Garrison Street (at Mason)
Call (734) 466-3105

FARMINGTON HILLS:
1st and 3rd Sundays, 1-3 PM
Trichotillomania Support Group
Botsford Hospital
Administration & Education Center, Classroom C
28050 Grand River Ave. (North of 8 Mile)
Call Bobbie at (734) 522-8907 or (734) 652-8907
E-mail rslade9627@aol.com

GRAND RAPIDS:
Old Firehouse #6
312 Grandville SE
Call the Anxiety Resource Center
(616) 356-1614
www.anxietyresourcecenter.org

Anxiety (all forms)
Meets every Wednesday, 7 to 8:30 p.m.
Open to individuals who have any kind of anxiety problems as well as their friends and family members.

Adults Obsessive-Compulsive Disorders
2nd and 4th Tuesdays, 7 to 8:30 p.m.
Open to any adults who have or think they may have Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder. Friends and family members welcome.

Body Focused Repetitive Behaviors
1st Tuesday, 7 to 8:30 p.m.
A monthly support group for adults who have Compulsive Hair Pulling, Skin Picking and Nail Biting problems.
Open to friends and family members.

Compulsive Hoarding
3rd and 5th Tuesday, 7 to 8:30 p.m.
A monthly support group for people who have trouble with compulsive hoarding.
Open to friends and family members.

Social Outings
3rd Tuesday and 4th Saturday, call for details
Challenge your anxiety in the comfort of others while attending fun-filled events.
Past activities have included: game night, visiting a bird sanctuary, concert and comedy events, sunset strolls on the beach and even canoeing.

LANSONG:
3rd Monday, 7:00-8:30 PM
Delta Presbyterian Church
6100 W. Michigan
Call Jon at (517) 485-6653

LAPEER
2nd Wednesday, 7:30 - 9 PM
Meditation Self-Healing Center
244 Law St. (Corner of Law & Cedar Streets)
Call Mary at (810) 793-6544

ROYAL OAK:
Beaumont Hospital, Administration Building
3601 W. Thirteen Mile Rd.
Use Staff Entrance off 13 Mile Rd.
Follow John R. Poole Drive to Administration Building
Park in the South Parking Deck

OCD Support Group
1st and 3rd Wednesday, 7:00-9:00 PM
Private Dining Room
Call Kevin at (248) 991-9350
E-mail jogger112@earthlink.net

Family & Friends of Hoarders
4th Wednesday, 7:00-9:00 PM
Conference Dining Room A
Call Diane at (586) 942-3321
E-mail foxythecat@aol.com
(Please note: this meeting is NOT for hoarders, but their families, friends, and supporters)
Pure “O” - Fact or Fiction?

By Bradley C. Riemann, Ph.D. - Director, OCD Center at Rogers Memorial Hospital

Obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) is diagnostically classified as an anxiety disorder due to its hallmark feature of intense periods of anxiety. The diagnostic criterion for OCD states that an individual needs to experience either obsessions or compulsions to have OCD (American Psychiatric Association). The inclusion of this “either or” in the definition of OCD allows for the existence of an individual suffering from only obsessions (i.e., “pure obsessional, or “pure O”). This subtype of OCD seems to contradict clinical observations made by many thought leaders in the field of OCD.

Meaning that many would say that they have never assessed or treated an individual with pure O, forcing them to conclude that this phenomenon is either quite rare or it simply does not exist. So which is it? The manuals we rely on state that this condition is possible (i.e., fact) yet many leaders in the field say that it doesn’t exist (i.e., fiction).

In my own experience, I have had many OCD sufferers who believe (or have been told) that they have pure obsessional OCD. They supposedly only suffer from obsessional thoughts but do nothing in response to them. These individuals will report that they don’t do “any of that hand washing or checking stuff and only have the thinking part of OCD” therefore are pure O’s.

Obsessions are defined as unwanted thoughts, images, or impulses that generate high levels of anxiety. Common examples of obsessional thoughts are the fear of contamination, doubting, need for exactness or symmetry, harming, or other unacceptable thoughts. Compulsions are some repetitive or ritualistic act that is done to neutralize the obsessional thought, reduce the anxiety that it causes, or is done to somehow prevent a bad event from occurring. These acts can be behavioral (e.g., washing, tapping, physically checking a door lock) or mental (e.g., counting or praying silently in one’s head, mentally reviewing an event or conservation). Herein, I believe, lies the root of this controversy.

Although, as stated above, I have met many individuals who initially believed they had pure O subtype OCD but none of these cases ended up being classified as such. As the definition of compulsions shows us, the “thinking part” of OCD goes well beyond just the obsessional aspect of OCD. Compulsions can be a mental or thinking act as well. They do not have to be something you can see (i.e., a behavior). Counting, praying, repeating words or phrases, or reviewing can all be done in one’s head. As a result, they can commonly be misdefined as obsessions rather than compulsions thus leading one to believe in the pure O subtype of OCD.

My stance is that everyone with OCD has both obsessions and compulsions. If we keep the broader definition of compulsions in mind, I have always (without fail) been able to tease out some sort of thought or image that is done in response to the obsession. It may be very brief (e.g., thinking “God is good”), perhaps even outside of the individual’s awareness initially, but it is there.

So how can you or your therapist determine which thoughts are obsessions and which are compulsions? It is actually fairly simple. You need to do what we call a “functional analysis” of the thoughts. Don’t worry; I am not talking about that kind of “analysis”. To perform a functional analysis on your thoughts all you need to do is ask yourself “when I think that thought do I experience an increase in anxiety?” If so, then it is an obsessional thought. Another question to ask yourself is “when I think that other thought does my anxiety go down (or at least was that the goal of the thought)”? If so, then it was a mental compulsion.

So what if you (or your therapist) perform this functional analysis and you still conclude that there are anxiety producing thoughts but nothing that follows designed to reduce it? Is this the elusive pure O or perhaps something else? Notice I called these “anxiety producing thoughts” and not obsessions. Typically, when someone presents with thoughts that induce anxiety but do not perform any behavioral or mental compulsions designed to reduce the anxiety a therapist should consider the possibility of the diagnosis of generalized anxiety disorder (GAD). GAD is a different type of anxiety disorder characterized by excessive and unrealistic worry regarding multiple life areas (American Psychiatric Association). Individuals with GAD have anxiety producing thoughts (e.g., worry), but do not perform any rituals. Common themes of worry in GAD include safety of children, health of family members, financial security, and job performance.
Pure-O OCD (Pure Obsessional OCD): Hidden Rituals
by Steven J. Seay, Ph.D., August 1, 2011.

“Pure-O” OCD, or Pure Obsessional OCD, is a relatively less common form of OCD that seemingly differs from classic presentations of the illness. What distinguishes Pure Obsessional OCD from classic OCD is that in Pure-O OCD, symptoms are predominantly obsessive (rather than compulsive) in nature. Although individuals with Pure-O OCD frequently experience intense and distressing obsessions, they typically report few (if any) overt compulsive behaviors. However, in almost all cases, pure obsessionals do engage in a variety of rituals. These rituals just manifest as mental compulsions rather than behavioral compulsions.

Unfortunately, most psychologists haven’t been trained in how to ask the types of questions that are necessary to identify these “hidden rituals.” As a consequence, these rituals often go undetected. Because effective treatment requires consistent response prevention, a failure to recognize and resist mental rituals makes true exposure and response prevention (ERP) impossible. Treatment then proceeds in an ineffective and haphazard way, with neither the patient nor the therapist any the wiser.

Not surprisingly, treatment for Pure-O OCD often fails. However, treatment failure occurs not because the patient is an ERP non-responder, but rather because the most important part of treatment (i.e., response prevention) was unknowingly omitted. Sadly, many individuals with OCD wrongly get labeled as being treatment refractory (treatment resistant), even though they have never undergone a single course of response prevention that appropriately targets their very real compulsions.

Remember, not every ritual consists of an observable behavior. Learn to more effectively fight your OCD and become a mental ritual detective by considering a few of the following “hidden” rituals that I assess when treating individuals in my South Florida (Palm Beach, Fort Lauderdale, Boca Raton, Boynton Beach, & Miami) psychological practice:

Say No to Pure-O Common Mental Rituals

- Trying to “figure out” why you’re having a certain thought.
- Trying to counteract, or balance out, negative thoughts with positive thoughts.
- Trying to forcefully control an obsessive thought.
- Trying to “figure out” what type of person you are (e.g., questioning your own morality).
- Avoiding certain situations, people, or activities so that you don’t have an obsession.
- Reassuring yourself (e.g., telling yourself, “I’d never do that.”).
- Postponing certain behaviors or thoughts until “the right time” or until “they feel right.”
- Repeating thoughts, phrases, or words in your head.
- Repeatedly praying or asking for forgiveness (in a way that is not typical for others who share your faith).

Dr. Steven Seay is a licensed psychologist in Florida and Missouri who treats patients in Palm Beach, Fort Lauderdale, and Miami. This article can be found at www.steveseay.com/pure-o-ocd-pure-obsessional-ocd.
Another Internet Treasure

We all know by now that the Internet, though it can be a minefield to navigate, is for the most part a bottomless source of information, and occasionally produces an unexpected treasure. Such a treasure is the art and poetry of Thomas R. Griffith. In his biography, he writes:

*I live with OCD. It does not define me, but my struggles with it have shaped a lot about me. I was born a natural worrier and over thinker. I like to analyze life, which can be a strong quality. The problem comes from the fact that some thoughts that cause me anxiety come and don’t go away. When I force myself to think of something else, they come right back, like a bad song stuck in your head. The dominance of these yucky thoughts makes me feel awful, both because the thought itself is awful and because I cannot control it. It can become a vicious cycle, causing panic attacks and depression. I have recently found great assistance and some control from therapy and medication. For me this has been an incredible and freeing experience. I am still struck by how my mind can be still now, and it’s so peaceful. It truly makes me very thankful and has changed my life.*

We have reproduced a part of his webpage on which he expresses his feelings about his OCD. We think his art is very evocative, and his writing, very powerful. Turn to the next page to see for yourself. His webpage is [www.thomasrgriffith-artist.com](http://www.thomasrgriffith-artist.com). His art can also be seen and purchased at [fineartamerica.com/featured/think-pure-o-2009-thomas-griffith.html](http://fineartamerica.com/featured/think-pure-o-2009-thomas-griffith.html)

From Wikipedia, “Purely Obsessional OCD”

The most effective treatment for Purely Obsessional OCD appears to be Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy. More specifically exposure and response prevention (ERP) as well as Cognitive Therapy (CT) which may or may not be combined with the use of medication, such as SSRIs. People suffering from OCD without overt compulsions are considered by some researchers more refractory towards ERP compared to other OCD sufferers and therefore ERP can prove less successful than CT.

Exposure and response prevention (ERP) of the "Pure-O" is theoretically based on the principles of classical conditioning and extinction. The spike often presents itself as a paramount question or disastrous scenario. A response that answers the spike in a way that leaves ambiguity is sometimes warranted. "If I don't remember what I had for breakfast yesterday my mother will die of cancer!" Using the antidote procedure, a cognitive response would be one in which the subject accepts this possibility and is willing to take the risk of his mother dying of cancer or the question recurring for eternity. No effort is expended in directly answering the question in an effort to find resolution. In another example, the spike would be, "Maybe I said something offensive to my boss yesterday." A recommended response would be, "Maybe I did. I'll live with the possibility and take the risk he'll fire me tomorrow." Using this procedure, it is imperative that the distinction be made between the therapeutic response and rumination. The therapeutic response does not seek to answer the question but to accept the uncertainty of the unsolved dilemma.
These art pieces are expression of my life with OCD. Art and the piano have become key to me working through my OCD among many other things. OCD does not define me but my strength to manager through it speaks much about me. I hope all those with OCD and other mental health problems can find their way through. It is time for people to see these health issues as health issues and not stigmas. We don’t get to pick our chemistry.

Pure O
I wake up in the morning; their it lies.
One of those thoughts
one of the yucky crappy ass thoughts that I keep behind my eyes
Vicious little pets that I never wanted and just can not get rid of
They come out of their cages in turn some more often than others
Some bigger and more vicious in their way
Some darker in color
Crawling out of it’s cage it intwines it’s self into my day
Scurrying around in my head
Entangling
Wrapped up in the strings of my mind

Think think think
I try to wrestle it back into it’s cage
Think and sort
Sort and think

Cornered it barres it’s teeth menacingly

Think think think and think some more
the same pattern over and over
press at it
Poke it

It gets ever more upset and cruel in it’s action
Think think think
Sort and think
and some more I think looking at it in every way I can
Sort and think
analyze review and think some more
the whys; the hows
the same dead end again and again
think think and think
Sort and think

Until for some unknown reason
An undetermined time of the day
It crawls back into its cage
Weary and wanting to rest until it comes out
Some other day

I sit and watch from the corner of my eye
Yeah they’re there still
and I think the big one on the right is getting restless
*sigh*
I wait
the 70% to 90% range. This was comparable to Dr. Foa’s findings. In the mid-1990’s, Mark Frearston, Ph.D. published one of the first controlled studies for the treatment of the Pure-O, using very similar methods to those proposed by my 1991 article. His methodology relied on a much stronger cognitive component than my approach, which, as discussed below, have retained a much stronger behavioral component. Cognitive treatment for anxiety disorders relies on helping people identify the irrational nature of their fears and find the evidence of their irrationality. My work with thousands of patients has lent strong support to the idea that the cognitive element is not nearly as important as the more strict behavioral element, which focuses on providing effective strategies for managing the threatening ideas, rather than debunking the specific irrationality of the idea. At this point (2004), I am finding that, with some slight innovations that I have laid out below, there are no differences in the treatment duration (approximately six to twelve months) for people with Pure-O and those with the compulsions of the more traditional form of OCD.

In my conceptualization of Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder, the tree of the overall syndrome has three main branches: the "obsessive-compulsive," the "responsibility O-C," and the purely obsessional thinker ("Pure-O"). In “Pure-O”, the anxiety emerges in response to an unwanted, intrusive thought or question; what I call a "spike." The ritual or compulsion with this form of OCD involves the non-observable, mental ‘pushing away’ of the thought, avoiding the recurrence of the thought, or attempting to solve the question or undo the threat that the thought presents. It should be remembered that most people who come into therapy tend to have a combination of these three distinct forms of OCD. Successfully treating one form typically has minimal effect on the others. When persons present with more than one form of OCD, treatment will tend to initially focus on the observable rituals, since they are generally easier to treat and provide a positive momentum for further therapeutic work.

The "Pure-O" has two parts: the originating unwanted thought (spike), and the mental activity in which the sufferer attempts to escape, solve, or undo the spike. This is called “rumination.” With “Pure-O”, it is the threatening, nagging, or haunting nature of the idea, which compels the patient to engage in an extensive effort to escape from the thought. Most likely, it is not the intrusive idea, per se, that drives the response, but the associated emotional terror. The following are some illustrations of these types of “Pure-O” situations.

1. A man is involved in sexual relations with his female lover. Just prior to orgasm, the thought of his friend Bob pops into his head. This is the fourth time in a month that this has happened. In response to this, he becomes very upset and wonders whether or not he is gay. His sexual activity is terminated in order to avoid having to deal with this concern.

2. A mother is changing the diaper of her infant. As she lovingly looks down at this helpless child, the thought occurs to her to "take a pillow and smother him." In response to this thought, the mother panics and runs to another room to diminish the possibility of acting on this thought, because she feels that having the thought is tantamount to acting on it.

3. A student finishes a conversation with his favorite professor. For the next three hours the student reviews the conversation mentally to ascertain if he said anything that might have been offensive.

4. An altar boy in church notices a statue of the Virgin Mary. He has a fleeting thought passes about performing a sexual act on her. He is tormented endlessly, even though he has repeatedly confessed the thought to a priest and to his parents.

5. A young man notices that the word “suicide” possesses a significant repugnance. It is not that he is depressed; he feels that the word suicide “shouldn’t” stand out. He finds that, not only does encountering the word in print produce a tremendous amount of emotional tumult, but hearing it in his own thoughts becomes equally upsetting. Certain sounds also start to stand out as being unique and unsettling. He begins to spend a great deal of time wrapped up in his own thoughts attempting to arrange the word in a certain manner so that it possesses less significance. He becomes tormented by the possibility that the unique sounds surrounding him may linger on for eternity and determines that he must find some method to stop being reminded of their occurrence.

6. A woman survives emotional abuse from an overly controlling father. At 20, she leaves his house, and she’s elated. However, she develops an obsession. She decides that all objects, which remind her of him, are infused with his essence and, therefore, must be discarded. Although irrational, she feels that discarding anything related to him will keep her identity free from his influence. She feels that to completely free herself from him, she has to discard all objects that remind her of her father,
even those that might have been “contaminated” by contact with his possessions. This effort to free herself from her father’s influence, becomes so encompassing that she has to avoid even mail from her siblings because her father might have come in contact with something that had come in contact with the mail.

For the person suffering with the "Pure-O", a tremendous amount of anxiety and/or guilt accompanies the spike. The mental ritual (rumination) is the volitional effort to shut off the anxiety, either by attempting to gain reassurance, solve the question, or avoid having the thought recur. The tormenting thought (spike) typically entails two parts. The first is the idea that the thought, in and of itself, is deviant and signifies something horrible about the person who has it. “I must be a sick, mentally unstable person to have had this thought occur.” Or, “Only a ‘bad’ person could think such a thing.” The second part is the great emotional and physical discomfort accompanying the intrusive idea. The symptoms of anxiety can include, but are not limited to: rapid and heavy heartbeat, upset stomach, excessive perspiration, muscle fatigue, mental thoughts and/or muscular tension. These symptoms are what make people with OCD “feel” that the spike is so problematic. It is during the rumination phase that the person's mind becomes extremely preoccupied and distracted. It is not unusual for someone with the “Pure-O” to spend endless hours trying to “escape” from these thoughts. The perceived need to stop these thoughts is tremendous. A common misconception among “Pure-O” sufferers is that there is a way to turn off the obsession, and that they just have to keep obsessing until they hit upon that way. If they can find “the answer,” the right thought, then the obsessing will just vanish completely. Most sufferers realize this is an impossibility, but they cannot give up the search.

The accompanying diagram illustrates the endless cycle of spiking and ruminating. On the left-hand side of the diagram you will see references to “subconscious mental processes” and the “anxiety center.” The subconscious mental processes are located in the outer portion of the brain and represent parts of the brain that are creative and always on the lookout for pertinent information. Evidence of its existence lies in a phenomenon known as the “Tip-of-the-Tongue” effect (Brown & McNeil, 1966). All of us have had the experience of searching for a word or fact that is just on the tip of our tongue, but continues to elude us. So we give up trying to recall it and go about our business. Then, later, it pops into our consciousness, even though our mind is preoccupied with another topic. I believe that there is a non-conscious portion of the brain that searches our meaningful material and sends this information to one’s consciousness. One tends to more readily notice information that has a strong association component with significant material than non-relevant information. For example, when we see a red light, we immediately react to it as a warning (i.e., unconsciously, we associate a red light with the idea of a hazard). For the "Pure-O" sufferer plagued with thoughts of violence, the sight of a knife might spike the thought of stabbing a loved one. The “Anxiety Center” (left side of the diagram) is closely associated with the “Subconscious Mental Processes” (see diagram). This part of the brain is called the amygdala. Brain mapping studies suggest that the amygdala is active when we experience emotional upheaval. On occasion, the amygdala is triggered by an external stimulus, e.g., finding a snake in one’s camping tent. In the case of panic attacks, seemingly random events can trigger the amygdala to misfire and send the same types of signals. The Anxiety Center is responsible for the fight-
or-flight response. Brain mapping studies suggest that the amygdala is the center of visceral awareness that there is an urgent threat demanding immediate attention. The Anxiety Center activates psychological responses to emotional information, such as, rapid heart rate, racing thoughts or upset stomach. The resource center transmits information to our conscious awareness that deems material relevant or significant. It is at this juncture that most “Pure-O” becomes fixated and distraught.

The transmission of the information from these subconscious processes to our conscious awareness is a purely reflexive one and beyond our control. However, it is not beyond our influence. When the spike reaches our “conscious awareness”, we have a choice as to how to process the thought (represented by the two arrows in the attached diagram). The arrow pointing upward suggests that the person experiencing the stimulus chooses to believe that the spike thought represents or reflects something deep and meaningful about the person; e.g., "only a vicious, loathsome human being could possibly think of stabbing their loved one." This is referred to as the “instinctive response” (IR) because it is inherent within each person to resist anything which feels so threatening. People with OCD are not less tolerant of these upsetting ideas, which most humans report are a natural part of their daily existence. It is just that people with OCD experience a “misfire” in the brain, which makes them “feel” as if the idea is problematic. Usually, an effort is made to seek reassurance and disqualify the legitimacy of these upsetting ideas and threatening experiences.

The instinctive responses naturally produce the strong desire to engage in resistance and relief seeking. This represents, as Albert Ellis (1987, 1991) has suggested, a dysfunctional emotional response. The tremendous effort one puts into escaping the unwanted thoughts or preventing their recurrence (e.g. hiding knives), in effect reinforces (e.g. strengthens the association) its importance to the non-conscious brain and thereby feeds the vicious cycle. This process is represented in the accompanying diagram by the arrow pointing from the top box back toward the anxiety center. Similar notions have been proposed by Wenzlaff, Wegner, & Roper (1988). These authors suggest that attempting to suppress thoughts has the effect of making them stronger. Recognizing that you are upset by a thought and then reacting with resistance places a mental marker on it and, therefore, increases the likelihood of the thought reoccurring. For the sufferer with "Pure-O," the spike is a double barrel shot of anxiety. First, there is anxiety for having such an unpleasant or deviant thought. Then, the tremendous, uncontrollable repetitiveness of the thoughts makes the sufferer think he is losing his mind. The uncertainty regarding mental loss of control can be a very anxiety provoking experience.

As per the “Conscious Awareness” box in the diagram, the arrows pointing downward represent the least likely response, but, ultimately, the most therapeutic one. The extinction response entails recognizing the existence of the “bad” thought, but assigns no blame to the person for having it. This response allows the upsetting ideas to exist, despite the presence of the accompanying extreme anxiety. Many cognitive-behavioral psychologists believe that the absence of this response is what distinguishes people with OCD from the “normal” population. In contrast, the cognitive psychologist believes that just by shedding light on either the irrationality of the idea of being a bad person or on the person not being responsible for the initiation of the thought, relief from anxiety will result. However, those with OCD might suggest that, in order for psychologists to fully understand what they experience, their amygdalas could be stimulated to the point of feeling like the world is ending. The experience of feeling compelled to then “run for the hills” would be shared. The extinction response is not the reflexive one, nor does it occur naturally when feeling so unsettled. In fact, the extinction response feels so unnatural because it is diametrically opposed to what we are evolutionarily wired to do when faced with anxiety. Therefore it is crucial for the patient to understand that OCD involves faulty wiring, not an irrational belief system.

For a behavioral psychologist, the key issue is not how or why these thoughts become out of control, but what to do about them when they're racing around in one's head eight hours a day. It is extremely distressing that this form of OCD continues to present such confusion for mental health professionals. There remains a good deal of ignorance regarding appropriate treatment strategies and conceptualizations. Today the most common trend for cognitive-behavioral psychologists is the use of “rational responding” as a means of managing Pure-O. Although people with OCD “feel” as if the obsessive thought is legitimate, they typically remain steadfastly aware that they are performing extensive or elaborate escape responses for no logical reason. Clearly, it does not make sense that the therapeutic objective should be to help the patient “find the evidence” that the thought is illegitimate. But before discussing what works, first it is critical to discuss what does not work!

Thought stopping, both through shouting, “STOP” or snapping a rubber band in response to the spike, is clearly not recommended and may actually be detrimental. As discussed previously, this technique sensitizes the brain to the unwanted thought by
alerting the anxiety center that potential punishment is associated with the spike. Theoretically, the spikes would thus increase due to this heightened sensitivity. Research to date has demonstrated that these techniques are not effective treatments of OCD.

Although logically pointing out the absurdity of the "pure-O" patient’s mental rituals is very tempting, it is often insulting and clearly ineffective. You cannot "outlogic" OCD. People with OCD are understandably drawn to this type of therapy because the therapist is actually reassuring the patient by helping the desperately anxious patient see the irrational nature of these threatening ideas. This type of treatment ultimately can make the patient dependent on the therapist’s determinations of what is rational and what is not, and is therefore an ineffective treatment approach.

Another treatment approach involves the use of analytic interpretations. This approach assigns meaning and significance to the content of the spike and attempts to instruct the patient to “understand” this meaning. This understanding or insight supposedly is both necessary and sufficient to produce change. However, we now believe that this approach for OCD is not only ineffective, but actually is detrimental and may further fuel and reinforce the OCD process. Nevertheless, many people with untreated Pure-O are unfortunately still drawn to this type of therapy approach, as they have a natural inclination to investigate, make meaning of their spikes, and find solutions to their upsetting thoughts. The process of trying to find solutions to alleviate the anxiety and upset is referred to as rumination, and is clearly part of the maladaptive management of the disorder. Initially, when an OCD patient begins behavior therapy after years of analytic or insight therapy, he needs to be deprogrammed. Only then can the full benefit of behavior therapy be achieved.

In 2004, while there is a great deal of scientific evidence that thought stopping, rubber band therapy, and analytical therapy are not recommended and are ineffective for treating OCD, many psychologists are debating whether or not there is any benefit to using cognitive strategies as an additional component to behavior therapy. The idea behind fundamental behaviorism is to change brain chemistry through conditioning. The underlying belief is that patients with anxiety disorders do not have defects in their thinking processes. In a well-known study done by Freeston, et al. (1997), the treatment consisted of cognitive strategies as well as traditional behavioral strategies. The combining of therapies makes it difficult to know whether the cognitive approach added to or detracted from the patients’ recoveries.

Ultimately, as with all forms of OCD, learning to live with uncertainty and risk-taking are the antidotes to this disorder. The treatment of the "Pure-O" is theoretically based on the principles of classical conditioning and extinction. The disorder is perpetuated by the patient’s need to try to rationalize and control any random, bizarre, and noxious thoughts that occur to him. This intolerance exists due to a misfiring brain function, which makes the patient feel that the thought itself is equal to acting on such a thought. The efforts a person makes to avoid or escape these thoughts reinforce their recurrance.

It is given that a patient’s spike will increase when he begins using ERP. The human is resistant to change. Commonly a person who, before treatment, would spike many times per day and then ruminate incessantly for the duration of the day, will, after behavior therapy, spike much more frequently, but ruminate much less. The goal of this therapy is not to make the thought go away or to achieve anxiety relief. Although this statement sounds peculiar, it should be repeated often and emphasized during the initial stages of therapy. Rather, the goal of this therapy is to provide specific guidelines for effectively managing this condition so that the brain can naturally readjust to a non-reactive state.

The critical point to be made is that eliminating rumination is the goal, not eliminating the number of spikes! It’s how we manage challenges that determines the quality of our lives. The goal of therapy is to not respond to the spike. The goal is not to eliminate the existence of the spikes. Interestingly, though, the long-term effect of not attending to the spike will be that the spikes in fact will decrease in frequency and emotional intensity. However, this will happen only if the person becomes desensitized to these thoughts by allowing them to occur. A common phrase often mentioned in cognitive-behavioral groups that I run is "Let the thoughts be there, Give yourself permission to have the thoughts.” A patient has to learn to be able to manage that the occurrence of any thought, no matter how bizarre or horrific, has no meaning.

The following useful suggestions are offered towards managing obsessions.

The research is still preliminary, but the treatment outcomes have been significant enough to spread the word. As with all forms of OCD, behavioral therapy is effective to the extent that the patient adheres to the procedures (Dar & Greist, 1992). Since this article’s original version, two procedures (index card therapy and spike hunts) have been added to the therapeutic arsenal and have been proven effective. I am just outlining these procedures because behavior therapy needs to be done with an experienced-
practitioner. Attempting to implement these techniques without expert guidance can be problematic and prevent goal attainment.

1. The Antidote Procedure

The spike often presents itself either as a question or potential disastrous scenario. A response, which answers the spike in a way that leaves ambiguity, is the antidote to preventing rumination. For instance, if the patient has the thought "If I don't remember what I had for breakfast yesterday my mother will die of cancer!" Under the Antidote Procedure, to manage the obsession, the most therapeutic response a patient can have is to accept this possibility and be willing to take the risk of his mother dying cancer or the question reoccurring for eternity. There is often a question regarding the degree to which one “really needs to believe” that their mother might die. In response, it is important to understand that one’s beliefs are really not a significant component of treatment success. Instead, the behaviors and choices one engages in are key to conveying to one’s brain that the theme is no longer going to be any importance. The goal is to expend the least amount of effort is responding to the question. In another example, a spike might be, "Maybe I said something offensive to my boss yesterday." A recommended response would be, "Maybe I did. I'll live with the possibility and take the risk he'll fire me tomorrow." Using this procedure, it is imperative that the distinction be made between the therapeutic response and rumination. The therapeutic response does not answer the question posed by a spike.

2. Let It Be There:

Using this procedure, it is suggested that the person create a mental pigeon hole for the disturbing thoughts and accept the presence of the thoughts into one's preconscious (those thoughts which are not currently in one's awareness but can easily be brought there by turning one's attention to them, i.e. your name or phone number). It is suggested that a mental "hotel" be created whereby you encourage your brain to store all the unsolvable questions so as to fill up the register. The more unsolved questions the better. It is critical that the person suffering from the “Pure-O” acknowledge the presence of these thoughts, but pay no further attention to them by trying to solve the problems presented by them. The brain can only juggle a certain amount of information at one time. If you purposely overload the brain, rather than going insane, your brain’s response will be to just give up trying. A key to this technique is that the person trying it has to have a great deal of faith and trust in the therapist suggesting it.

3. Spike Hunt

Very similar to the “let it be there” approach is the spike hunt. Using this procedure the patient is encouraged to purposely seek out spikes. This process actually is a 180-degree reversal of the reflexive OCD momentum. Most people’s OCD desperately hope for the associations to go away and never return. This frame of mind actually increases the susceptibility of the mind to these thoughts and exacerbates the condition.

A good example of a spike hunt is:

Patient X is terrified that he might get up in the middle of the night and violently assault his wife and child. He is so fearful that he might act on these thoughts, that any bump or strange shadow in the bedroom prompts him to consider that it might be a place where he’s hidden a knife or a gun with which to harm his family. Even familiar objects, which are out-of-place, seem to suggest that he is capable of acting in a non-conscious way and thereby lend support to the idea that his family is in danger of his uncontrollable/non-conscious actions. Using the spike hunt, this patient was instructed to purposely find unidentifiable shadows or mysteriously placed objects and gather together evidence that the world of the unknown lurks out there and represents possible unforeseen peril. After using this technique for two months and sleeping next to a steak knife, the patient achieved approximately 75% symptom relief. The rationale for this seemingly contradictory approach lies in the behavioral principles of reconditioning. Reconditioning retrains the brain to consider its warnings to be non-relevant. For human brains non-relevant information equals experiences that are not perceived.
4. The Capsule Technique

During the initial phases of therapy, there is a great resistance to letting go of the rumination. A procedure to handle this resistance is to have the person with OCD set aside a specified period of time, perhaps once or twice a day, to purposefully ruminate. It is suggested that the time periods be predetermined and time limited. The patient should tell himself “At exactly 8:15 a.m. and 8:15 p.m. I will ruminate for exactly 45 minutes. As thoughts occur to me other times during the day, I can feel comforted that the problem solving will be given sufficient time later that evening or early the next morning.” Typically, people report that it is difficult to fill the allotted rumination time. Regardless, every minute must be spent on the designated topic so the brain can habituate to these irrelevant thoughts. A novel application of this technique was reported in the Journal of Behavior Therapy and Experimental Psychiatry. Using audiotaped spiking material a woman was desensitized to her obsessional themes by exposing herself to them ten times a day. After the fiftieth day, her actual spiking dramatically decreased.

5. Turning Up the Volume

Rather than attempting to escape the spikes, the person with "Pure-O" is encouraged to purposely create the thought, repeatedly, following its initial occurrence. One is also encouraged to take the presented topic and actually amplify the threatening component. This has the effect of desensitizing the brain to these spikes by sending the message that not only am I not going to attempt to escape these thoughts; but I am at such peace with them I can create a multitude of them. In response to the thought, "I might have run over someone on my way to work," a beneficial response would be; "There is probably a stack of bodies all along the street; I probably wiped out half the population of my home town yesterday as well. I can't wait to drive home tonight and kill the other half."

6. Index Card Therapy

The index card therapy procedure has been an extremely useful in treating people with “Pure-O.” What baffled behaviorists for years in attempting to treat this form of OCD was that there was no object with which the patient could actually perform an exposure exercise. It seemed rather difficult to have a person touch the thought “Kill my baby” or “I hate God" and then spread it all over the place. To concretize these thoughts Dr. Foa has suggested using loop tapes in which a patient would sit and listen to his/her their particular obsession played over and over ad-nausea. The possible limitation of this procedure is that the patient might become habituated to the voice on the tape and not the actual theme represented on the tape. In addition, carrying a tape recorder around with you might be cumbersome and most people do not have an hour each day to sit and just listen to the same message played over and over again. So to remedy these problems I created index card therapy, where the patient writes the topic of the spike down on an index card. The patient would also record the date, the intensity of the spike, and the level of resistance to the spike on the index card. The writer carries the index card with him at all times, preferably in a pocket. The patient periodically reviews the index card or cards, usually about six to ten times per day, until the level of associated anxiety and resistance is below a rating of two out of ten for two consecutive days.

Some people report that they have difficulty distinguishing between spikes and "legitimate important thoughts." A foolproof litmus test for telling the difference is to ask yourself, “Did the thought or question come with an associated anxiety, feeling of urgency or feelings of guilt?” Ultimately it is wise to place such thoughts in the realm of OCD and make the CHOICE to accept the risk. When asked, "What if it's not OCD," I say "Take the risk and live with the uncertainty." For those who have made significant progress in the Pure-O process, a common complication involves distinguishing a therapeutic response from a ritual.

The “Exposure and Response Prevention paradigm seems simple. If it makes you anxious, confront it! Create a hierarchy and gradually work your way toward the most challenging items. At some point most Purely Obsessional patients almost always come up with the same question: “Am I doing the therapy correctly?” It is very common obsessional reaction to someone doing behavior therapy. The mind tries to throw a monkey wrench into the therapeutic machine by asking the question, “Which is the actual therapeutic response: the performance of an exposure exercise or just accepting the risk?” The ensuing effort to secure the correct answer to this question ultimately can, unchecked, become a time-consuming ritual itself.

To illustrate this dilemma, let’s look at the naturally occurring behaviors of blinking and swallowing. For instance, the mind tells the patient to swallow or blink, now! The dilemma is as follows: “If I swallow now, won’t that be giving into the spike? If I re-
sist giving into the command, then I’m avoiding engaging in the naturally occurring action of swallowing. What’s a good patient to do?” The very skilled patient will now accept that all blinks in the future will be the “wrong” blink and accept that all blinks are actually performing a ritual. This choice will influence the brain to stop scrutinizing “getting the therapy right.” Ultimately most Pure-O’s and people with a perfectionistic mentality end up spending a great deal of wasted time making sure that they are managing the disorder in a “correct” way. Living in a world of no answers is essential to being able to make a choice and move on.

At this point, the skills of any therapist are not nearly as valuable as the client’s willingness to utilize the procedures. Unless a sufferer is thoroughly fed up with the disorder, behavior therapy will be of limited help. Often I have been informed that the treatment is as painful as the disorder. My only response is that with this treatment there is a light at the end of the tunnel. The disorder offers only endless suffering. If you find that after six months to a year there is limited movement in a positive direction, it might be worth your while to take a temporary leave of absence from therapy until you are fully committed to letting go of the problem. Published clinical notations suggest that this step might assist in bringing about an increased willingness to confront the nightmare rather than to continue to mentally run away from it.

This article can be found on Dr. Phillipson’s website, www.ocdonline.com/Rethinkingtheunthinkable.php.

The OCD Foundation of Michigan is now on FACEBOOK!

Always get the latest news and events. Go to our Facebook page, www.facebook.com/pages/The-OCD-Foundation-of-Michigan/192365410824044 and click “Like”.

TELL US YOUR STORY

You’ve told us what you want to see in your newsletter - more personal stories. What is OCD like for you? How has it affected your life? How have you dealt with it? What advice do you have for others? We would like to hear your stories and include them in these pages. Send your story to OCDFM, P.O. Box 510412, Livonia, MI 48151-6412, or e-mail to OCDmich@aol.com.
Pure “O” - Fact or Fiction?
(Continued from page 4)

There is a large difference between obsessions and worry. Obsessions are typically described as “lightening bolts from the blue”. An individual who experiences obsessional thoughts will say that one minute they were “minding their own business” and the next minute flooded with unwanted thoughts, images, or impulses that were very unwanted and unacceptable. Worry, on the other hand, is described as “a rolling thunder”. An individual will begin to worry about something and the intensity continues to grow over time. The thoughts are not considered unwanted or unacceptable. In fact, some with GAD would think it would be unacceptable not to worry about these things.

Therefore, in my opinion pure O is fiction. It doesn’t exist. In most cases, what we were calling pure O was really the typical mental obsessions with mental compulsions which were being mislabeled as obsessions. In some cases, perhaps the individual who thought they had pure O really didn’t even have OCD but had GAD instead. It is also important to keep in mind anxiety disorders commonly co-occur in the same individual. Meaning, that if some of the information regarding GAD was ringing some bells don’t automatically jump to the conclusion that you have only GAD and not OCD; people can have both.

From a treatment prospective, individuals with obsessions and mental compulsions are no different than the more typical OCD cases with obsessions and behavioral compulsions. From a clinician standpoint my job is the same and is no more difficult whether the compulsions are behavioral or mental. An exposure hierarchy would be developed and the mental compulsions would be addressed with ritual prevention. However, from a sufferer’s standpoint treatment of mental rituals is more difficult. This is because the compulsive thoughts can occur so quickly and seemingly automatically. Our experience is that individuals who are motivated do respond to treatment; however, it may take more time and more intensive therapy.

This article can be found at http://www.ocdchicago.org/index.php/experts-perspectives/article/pure_o_fact_or_fiction

ONLINE SUPPORT

Pure O - OCD (health.groups.yahoo.com/group/pure_o_ocd)
This is a group for people with OCD whose compulsions are primarily mental in nature.

OCD-Support (health.groups.yahoo.com/group/OCD-Support)
This is a very large and well-connected support group. Among its many members are doctors and treatment professionals who respond to questions.

OCD-Family (groups.yahoo.com/group/OCD-Family)
This is a mailing list for the loved ones of OCD sufferers, a safe place to discuss OCD and the way it affects the family as well as the sufferer. Its purpose is to help learn new ways of dealing with OCD from a second-hand perspective and to learn how to help our loved ones. It is asked that OCDCers themselves not subscribe to this list.

OCD and Parenting (health.groups.yahoo.com/group/ocdandparenting).
An online support group for parents of children with OCD.

Parents Trichotillomania Support (health.groups.yahoo.com/group/ParentsTrichSupport).
An online support group for parents of children with Trichotillomania.

JJ’s Place (www.jjsplace.org)
The website for kids with OCD. Also has resources for family and friends, teachers, and therapists.

For a long list of websites relating to OCD, see our website at www.ocdmich.org.
SUGGESTED READING

Ruth Deane
_Washing My Life Away_
Jessica Kingsley Publishers, 2005
ISBN 978-1843103332

Christiana Bratiotis,
Christina Sorrentino Schmalisch,
Gail Steketee
_The Hoarding Handbook_
Oxford University Press, 2011
ISBN 978-0195385519

Herbert L. Gravitz
_Obsessive-compulsive disorder: New Help For the Family_
Second Edition
Healing Visions Press, 2005
ISBN 978-096611047-0

Andria N. Pearson, PhD
Michelle Heffner, PhD
Victoria M. Follette, PhD
_Acceptance and Commitment Therapy for Body Image Dissatisfaction_
New Harbinger Publishers, Inc., 2010
ISBN 978-1-57224-775-8

Josiane Cobert
_100 Questions & Answers About Your Child’s Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder_
Jones and Bartlett Publishers, 2009
ISBN 978-0763771546

Jonathan S. Abramowitz
_Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder Advances in Psychotherapy; Evidence Based Practice_
Hogrefe & Huber Publishers, 2006
ISBN 0-88937-316-7

Help is Still Wanted

The OCD Foundation of Michigan is still looking for individuals who would like to serve on the Board of Directors. Have you ever felt the desire to help out your Foundation? Are you passionate about helping others with OCD? Have you been helped by the Foundation and want to give back? The commitment is small. The Board meets only once a month. Beyond that, you can put in only as much time as you wish. If you’re interested, call (734) 466-3105 or e-mail OCDmich@aol.com.
List with us

Treatment professionals, what better way to find the OCD sufferers who need your help, and to give them a way to find you. Just place your business card in *Never Say Never*, the quarterly newsletter of The OCD Foundation of Michigan. For just $25.00 per issue, your card can be in the hands of the very people who need you most. It’s a great way to reach out to the OCD community, and at the same time support The OCD Foundation of Michigan. Send your card to OCDFM, P.O. Box 510412, Livonia, MI 48151-6412, or e-mail to OCDmich@aol.com. For more information, call 734-466-3105.

Laura G. Nisenson, Ph.D.
Licensed Psychologist
425 E. Washington
Suite 101D
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
(734) 623-0695

JAMES A. GALL, PH.D., PLLC
Licensed Psychologist
Specialist in the Treatment of Anxiety Disorders
TELEPHONE (810) 543-1050
FAX (248) 656-5004
650 W. Avon, Ste. 3
ROCHESTER HILLS, MI 48307

Alan D. Carriero
MSW, LMSW
Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy for Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder and other Anxiety Problems
4457 Cascades Road SE, Suite 4481
Grand Rapids, MI 49546
P 616.940.9091
csmere@ocgrandrapids.com
www.ocgrandrapids.com

Antonia Caretto, Ph.D., PLLC
Licensed Clinical Psychologist
2582 Orchard Lake Road #201
Farmington Hills, MI 48336
(248) 883-9083

Jessica Purta Harrell Ph.D.
Licensed Clinical Psychologist
Phone: (248) 767-5985
drjessicaharrell@earthlink.net
www.mi-cbt-psychologist.com
33493 14 Mile Rd, Suite 130
Farmington Hills, MI 48331

THERAPISTS!!
LIST WITH US
YOUR BUSINESS CARD
COULD BE HERE!
PLEASE HELP

The OCD Foundation of Michigan is funded solely by your annual membership fees and additional donations. We have no paid staff. All work is lovingly performed by a dedicated group of volunteers. WHY NOT VOLUNTEER YOUR TIME? Call 734-466-3105 or e-mail OCDmich@aol.com.

The OCD Foundation of Michigan
Membership Application

Please Print:
Name: __________________________________________________________________________________
Address: _______________________________________________________________________________
City: _______________________________ State/Province: ____________ ZIP/Postal Code: __________
Phone Number: ___________________ E-mail Address: _______________________________________

May we send you newsletters, notices and announcements via e-mail? ________

☐ Enclosed please find my check for $20 annual membership fee.
☐ Enclosed please find an additional donation of $ __________

Make check or money order payable in U.S. funds to
THE OCD FOUNDATION OF MICHIGAN
c/o Terry Brusoe, Treasurer
25140 Dockside Lane
Harrison Twp., MI 48045-6707

Please Don’t Throw Me Away

You’ve finished reading me and don’t need to keep me anymore. Or worse (boo-hoo), you don’t need me and don’t even want me. In either case, please take me somewhere where I can help someone else. Take me to your library. Take me to your doctor, therapist, or local mental health clinic. Take me to your leader. But please, please, don’t throw me away.
The OCD Foundation of Michigan
Mission Statement

♦ To recognize that Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder (OCD) is an anxiety-driven, neurobiobehavioral disorder that can be successfully treated.

♦ To offer a network of information, support, and education for people living with OCD, their families and friends, and the community.

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE ADDED TO OR DELETED FROM THE MAILING LIST PLEASE CONTACT US

The OCD Foundation of Michigan
P.O. Box 510412
Livonia, MI 48151-6412